


















































                                                               awareness of nonEuropean culture. While Orientalism was not a theme
This exhibition presented 17th century European paintingS frOM the chosen for this exhibition, the exhibition was composed with this
collection of the Louvre Museum. This exhibition, using a chronolOgiCal orientalisni in mind. Such a supplemental focus, indeed, seemed
frarnework of the 17th century, sought a reconsideration of 17th centUrY somehow appropriate fora Louvre rnuseutn exhibition held in Tokyo.
European paintings and their relationships with each other･ FOr art In order for visitors to understand the great historical background of
history that uses regional research as its basis, this type ofapproaCh that the 17th century, the cata]ogue presented essays on the interaction
ignores geographical or political boundaries is in itself a neW aXiS fOr between Japanese and European arts; one essay was on the so-called
study, but this was not the only novel experiment in this exhibition･ The Namban art, or European art as seen by the Japanese, and another on
exhibition was arranged around three principle axes, and through thiS the relationship between Japan and Holland. Further, lectures were
structure presented a borderless overview of 17th century painting in given by a number of specialists whose studies focused on Italian
Europe･ painting, French painting, Dutch painting, andahistorian who study trie
  The first axis was, "The Golden Century and Its Shadows", the SeCOnd history of the Dutch-East Indian Company. Thanks to the presence of a
was "Great Ocean Voyages and Scientific Revolutions", and the third number of masterpieces, such as works by Rembrandt and Vermeer, the
axis was "Classicism in the Century of Saints." The exhibitior} COiiSiSted number of visitors was greater than expected, and totaled more than
of three sections, with works in each style displayed next to each Other, sso,ooo. In many senses, this exhibition can be said to have been c)f a
rather than being sectioned off by region･ scale and subject suitable for the 50th anniversary of the NMWA･
  This construct allowedamultifaceted approach to the period known (Akira Kofuku)
as the 17th century in Europe, and sought to present visitors with an
overall view of the various images born during this period. Liberated
from the basic formbook of each artist's school affiliation, works that are [catalogue]
normally far from each other in gallery arrangements were displayed Editeg by: Nation.al Museum of Westerp Art, Ky.oto Municipal Museum of
                                                               Art, Nippon Televison Network Corporation, Musee du Louvrenext to each other, for example, works by Murillo (Spanish painting),                                                               Produced by: Cogito Inc.Corona (Italian painting), and La Tour (French painting). This type of
display, in which the works of these three painterS frOM different Transport and handling: Nippon Express
countries were hung in the same room, meant that probably some Exhibition design: Tokyo Studio
confusion would arise. However, art historical display and this type of
wild method of art display can each mutually reflect on the true nature
of the paired works.
  The Brazilian landscape painted by Frans Post, and Claude Lorrain's
image of an ancient harbor hanging right next to each other may have
been considered strange at first. On the other hand, the depiction of the
foreign scenery Post experienced in Brazil contrasts with Lorrain's ideal
tandscape based on classical narratives created for wealthy educated
Roman aristocrats. However, the fact that Post traveled all the way to
South America and painted the scenes he experienced, while Claude
painted landscape after landscape on the motif of travel meant that the
works did not come from completely different worlds.
  The 17th century was the time of great ocean voyages, and travel and
motifs from distant lands held great meaning. Further, during this
period, Europe was, for the first time, beginning to establish a clear
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